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Am I The Only One
 
Where am i?
I am searching for my identity
As if I am just born
Pondering for reality
 
Where is the world that I have longing for?
The world that I have thought for
 
Am I the only one?
Or there are other who want this gain
The world where there is only joy
No place for grieve and pain
 
Life without worry
Life without sorry
 
Where am I suppose to find
The heaven in my heart
How to go to the land
Who will come and cart?
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An Angel
 
I wish an angel come
Hold me and carry me
To her world
Far away from the pain
To the heaven
Where no hatred rest
To the world of happiness
To the world of hope
Where you can dare to dream
See your dream comes true
I hope God hear my wish
Send an angel to hold me
 
I wish an angel come
Love me and touch me
Confiscate the pain
Which I tolerate from birth time
Make my body strong
Rejuvenate my soul
 
I wish an angel come………
I wish an angel come.....
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Fill My Empty Heart
 
Sometimes I wonder why I am here
In the world of fantasy and tear
I wish I was not been born
To this world to have the scorn
 
Life so cruel to live
But I hope not to give
Happiness and joy what I want
Sorrow and pain is what I learnt
 
I hope someone comes
To fill my empty heart
If it's not with love and care
Let it with be hatred and despair
 
Then I can be relieved
With the filled heart indeed
I can be contented
Oh my heart no more vacant
 
Life is not an easy for me
I know its not for anyone here
But why I am feeling lonely
Waiting for someone eagerly
 
My heart is pondering for someone
Don't know why it has to
I tried to console it
But I could not do
 
I wish God sees my pain
My tears that I cannot shed
Let him send some light
In the shadow of fright
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I Don'T Know Why
 
I don't know why my heart still beats for u…
I don't know why I still feel for u….
I don't know why I wait for u…
But I know you will never come back to me
 
There was a time when you waited for me…
There was a time when you cried for me….
There was a time when you really loved me….
Sorry for all the pain I gave you
Coz now I feel the same pain waiting for u……….
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In A Dark Room
 
In a dark room
I was searching for light
Without knowing light inside me
has brighten the sight
 
O'h fool my shadow call
I didn't hear as I was  stall
I struggle to move
I tried to run
 
Scared me from deep inside
But still I feign
Suddenly my soul departed
And, I felt lightened
 
I started hovering
Above the body lied
I was crying a minute ago
Now I am feeling my shadow
 
What is happening to me
I ponder
If my family knows this
I wonder	
 
I waited for them
No one came
I shouted at them
Still they did not care
 
Whole night I flew
over the body that i knew
Not knowing what happened
Saw a flashback in second
 
The day I was born
My family celebrated
But, my momma screamed out of pain
Papa elated
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Every year I had birthdays
Of which Memories are still there
Lovely days and Gloomy nights
Sunny days and chill nights....
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Moon
 
Moon
So incandescent, luminous
Calm and unruffled
 
In the dark night
You shine
Radiate the world
And grin
 
I perceive you
With empty mind
Feel your charisma
Ecstasy and joy
 
Had it not be you
Murky night never
Radiate and gleam
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Mother
 
When I first saw her face
I don't know what was the case
Now when i look at her face
She seems so dearly that i joy with grace
 
She is none other than my own mother
With whom i want to spend my life further
the time has come for me to depart
Coz' this is the law of nature that impart
 
Only Sweet memories of her with me
Is the most expensive dowry that i carry
Her caring eyes filled with tear
This invincible time i cannot bear
 
Even drops of tear from my eye
i can't confess, can not hide
Is this the same for every daughter
To go through the pain of separation and no laughter?
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Smile Is My Right
 
In the morning, when the sun shines and birds chrip
I begin my day with enthusiasm, reason and good deed
Huge blue sky far above my sight
Then thought uplift 'Smile is my right'
 
Oh, i smile looking at the nature
And it reflects back on every face of creature
When the first ray of Sun radiates on me
It energies my body, soul and eternity
 
There is sheer pleasure that i can enjoy
Chirping of birds create an occasion to joy
Then the question arises on my mind
What's the reason of joy behind?
 
The star that twinkled at night
Are nomore infront of  my sight
Sky that was covered with darkening cloud
has suceed to radiate beam of hope with loud
 
So, I forget my days of sorrow
for the sake of Graceful tommorrow
Then my thought uplift again, ' Smile is my right'
Hoping for happiness, joy, and futre to be bright.....
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Spring
 
Looking outside through window
Seeing nature renewing its shadow
Somewhere, everyone is waiting for this season
And, spring is of course, its reason
 
Birds chirp and flower bloom
So the sun shines like a full moon
As if no winter had been before
With the arrival of spring to the shore
 
Oh spring! Come to my land
Bring youth, beauty and tranquility on hand
Bare trees are blossomed, Roses and Jasmine bloom
Your stored treasure, for nature is a boon
 
Oh come spring! Birds do sing
Sky covered with dusky fog began to sink
Heavy pail of ice over those mountains
Has melted, with the arrival of spring to the end
 
Clear blue sky with scattered cloud
Through which rain often made sound
When the first shower of rain plunge into earth
Every creature regained their power and mirth
 
I wonder where you come from
To inspire everyone sing a song
Oh spring! You come and sojourn
Next year come round and stay long.
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